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FRONT PAGE 

 
 Healthy, old and poor — Australia in 2055 (AUS) Crowe 

AUSTRALIAN living standards are under threat from faltering growth that will deprive the next 
generation of the soaring incomes enjoyed in the past, foreshadowing a future where people live 
longer and the commonwealth struggles to deal with the change. 

 Rate cuts failing to bite: RBA (AUS) Uren 
INTEREST rate cuts are losing the ability to stimulate the economy, with the Reserve Bank 
warning that it is up to the government to take measures to help revitalise growth. 

 Bali Nine executions: last-ditch efforts to save Chan and Sukumaran (AUS) Kelly 
AUSTRALIAN Federal Police Commissioner Andrew Colvin has pleaded with Indonesia to spare 
convicted drug-smugglers Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukumaran from the firing squad, at the 
same time rejecting persistent allegations that it was the AFP’s handling of the case that put 
them there, report Paul Maley and Nicola Berkovic. 

 A chance to open up the debate we really have to have (AUS) Kelly 
THERE is only one way to interpret the Intergenerational Report — it is a relentless argument for 
new spending saves to achieve the overall impact of the 2014 budget measures. Treasurer Joe 
Hockey was emphatic on this point yesterday. 

 National Gallery of Australia gets refund as Buddha goes home (AUS) Boland 
IT was one of the most monumental examples of Buddhist art in the national collection, a large 
cross-legged figure that bears the scars of its 1800 years, but yesterday the Kushan Buddha was 
quietly taken off display after the National Gallery of Australia concluded negotiations for its 
return to India. 

 Intergenerational Report signals need for tax, industrial and budget reform (AFR) Coorey 
The federal government will use the latest intergenerational report to convince voters of the need 
for policy reform and the renewed pursuit of billions in stalled budget cuts – or face another 40 
years of debt and deficit. 

 Public service Defence pay backlash grows (CAN) Towell, Garnaut, Wroe 
The Australian Defence Force has enjoyed greater pay rises than the civilian colleagues over the 
past two decades, departmental figures reveal. 

 DFAT lodges complaint about treatment of Bali nine pair Andrew Chan and Myuran 
Sukumaran (CAN+SMH) Wroe, Tan 
The federal government has called the Indonesian ambassador to complain about the "lack of 
dignity" shown to Bali nine pair Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukumaran during their transfer from 
Bali to Nusakambangan island, where they will be executed. 

 Joe Hockey turns intergenerational report into a propaganda weapon (SMH/Comment) 
Gittins 
The five-yearly intergenerational report ought to be highly informative, leading to serious debate 
about the economic choices we face. In the hands of Joe Hockey, however, it has become little 
more than a crude propaganda exercise. 

 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/healthy-old-and-poor-australia-in-2055/story-fnsg66pb-1227250345784
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/rate-cuts-failing-to-bite-rba/story-fnsg66pb-1227250345936
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/foreign-affairs/bali-nine-executions-last-ditch-efforts-to-save-chan-and-sukumaran/story-fn59nm2j-1227250338598
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/a-chance-to-open-up-the-debate-we-really-have-to-have/story-e6frg74x-1227250261415
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visual-arts/national-gallery-of-australia-gets-refund-as-buddha-goes-home/story-fn9d3avm-1227250117257
http://www.afr.com/p/national/economy/intergenerational_report_signals_SWm55EyXUx9aBdj51iPRbO
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/public-service/public-service-defence-pay-backlash-grows-20150305-13w7ks.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/dfat-lodges-complaint-about-treatment-of-bali-nine-pair-andrew-chan-and-myuran-sukumaran-20150306-13wjac.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/dfat-lodges-complaint-about-treatment-of-bali-nine-pair-andrew-chan-and-myuran-sukumaran-20150306-13wjac.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/comment/joe-hockey-turns-intergenerational-report-into-a-propaganda-weapon-20150305-13wce9.html
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DOMESTIC AFFAIRS 

 
POLITICS 

 Tony Abbott’s poll bounce could turn out to be a blip (AUS/Features) van Onselen 
THE political recovery for Tony Abbott’s government has started, but is it a dead cat bounce? 

 Country-of-origin changes will choke local production (AUS/Opinion) Carnell  
ANY time a government makes a knee-jerk policy decision there are bound to be unintended 
consequences, and the government’s proposed changes to food labelling are no exception. 

 Julia Gillard legacy not so paltry (AUS/Opinion) Richardson 
READERS of this column will be well and truly aware of my views on Julia Gillard and her prime 
ministership. She and her one-time boss, then victim and eventual conqueror Kevin Rudd, dug 
an enormous political hole for the Australian Labor Party. It is really difficult to draw up a list of 
achievements of her time in office, in stark contrast to the Hawke-Keating period or that of 
Howard-Costello. Hence her legacy is gossamer thin. I suspect that while this is a harsh call, 
history will judge her as a failure. 

 PM makes amends after a reprieve (AUS/Opinion) Crowe 
THERE is a sense of relief among most of Tony Abbott’s colleagues at the government’s success 
— limited but real — in surviving a week when it was meant to succumb to another vote on the 
Liberal Party leadership. 

 Tony Abbott and Joe Hockey want to have a chat (AFR/Opinion) Tingle  
Just in case you have missed it, Joe Hockey and Tony Abbott want to have a conversation with 
you. 

 Bruised and battered, but more genuine, Tony Abbott has lightened up 
(CAN+SMH/Opinion) Kenny 
Abbott's near-death-experience has resulted in some positive developments which could benefit 
the country.  

 
IGR 

 Cuts to pension, schools, health‘will negate cost of ageing cohort’ (AUS) Uren 
JOE Hockey is counting on huge cuts to outlays on pensions, schools and health to entirely 
neutralise the cost of servicing an ageing population over the next 40 years, although the 
number of people older than 85 will rise fourfold in that time. 

 A relentless, rising run of income taxes (AUS) Uren 
WORKERS can forget personal income tax cuts for the next six years and look forward to 
relentless annual tax increases for the next 40 years if the government cannot pass its budget 
savings, the Intergenerational Report shows. 

 Enough optimism: it’s really going to be worse (AUS) Creighton 
HOWEVER sobering the debt and deficit projections in the government’s Intergenerational 
Report, its highly optimistic eco-nomic assumptions mean the outcomes are likely to be worse. 

 Deficit to dwarf Kevin Rudd excess if nothing done (AUS) Creighton 
THE budget deficit will rise inexorably to almost 6 per cent of GDP by 2054 — more than double 
this year’s $40 billion deficit and larger than Kevin Rudd’s record 2009 deficit — if the 
government gives up on its unpopular and unlegislated budget savings. 

 40,000 Australians projected to become centenarians (AUS) Balogh 
AUSTRALIA’s population is on track to reach 39.7 million in the next four decades, with more 
than 40,000 people projected to become centenarians. 

 Labor has some questions of its own to answer, too (AUS/Comment) Shanahan 
LABOR’S response to the latest Intergenerational Report on Australia’s demographic and 
economic future is pathetic. 

 Labor says basis for payments cuts undermined (AUS) Maher 
PROJECTIONS showing federal spending on the pension and other welfare payments falling 
over the next decade has sparked a renewed row on budget cuts. 
 
 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/features/tony-abbotts-poll-bounce-could-turn-out-to-be-a-blip/story-e6frg6z6-1227250284840
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/country-of-origin-changes-will-choke-local-production/story-e6frg6zo-1227250093035
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/julia-gillard-legacy-not-so-paltry/story-fnfenwor-1227250085870
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/tony-abbott-makes-amends-after-a-reprieve/story-e6frg6zo-1227250089112
http://www.afr.com/p/opinion/tony_abbott_and_joe_hockey_want_QndkTA1YVoXpT3FFYbzqiJ
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/comment/bruised-and-battered-but-more-genuine-tony-abbott-has-lightened-up-20150305-13vki0.html
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/opinion/cuts-to-pension-schools-healthwill-negate-cost-of-ageing-cohort/story-e6frg9qo-1227250139920
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/a-relentless-rising-run-of-income-taxes/story-fnsg66pb-1227250139475
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/enough-optimism-its-really-going-to-be-worse/story-fnsg66pb-1227250150950
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/deficit-to-dwarf-kevin-rudd-excess-if-nothing-done/story-fnsg66pb-1227250148741
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/australians-projected-to-become-centenarians/story-fnsg66pb-1227250213499
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/labor-has-some-questions-of-its-own-to-answer-too/story-e6frg75f-1227250224558
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/labor-says-basis-for-payments-cuts-undermined/story-fnsg66pb-1227250218290
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 Tweaks and a far-out time frame test credulity (AUS/Comment) Sloan 
FORGET about falling off chairs, I fell out of bed when I heard opposition treasury spokesman 
Chris Bowen accuse Joe Hockey of politicising the Intergenerational Report process. Was he 
kidding? 

 Workplace reform the key to ‘offsetting ageing costs’ (AUS) Hepworth 
BUSINESS leaders have urged reform of tax and workplace relations to curb threats to the 
nation’s prosperity as the population ages. 

 A ‘disgraceful political document’ (AUS) Owens 
LABOR has branded the Intergenerational Report a “disgraceful political document” calculated to 
help sell the Coalition’s “unfair” agenda. 

 Hockey turns to Sunny Joe for new sales job (AUS) Balogh 
JOE Hockey has pumped some air into his tyres. 

 Education spending expected to flatline over the next 40 years (AUS) Martin 
EDUCATION spending will flatline over the next 40 years under current policy settings, opening 
the door to another Gonski-style fight over school funding. 

 Worlds come together in expanding aged care sector (AUS) Morton 

THERE is no one face of older Australia but 83-year-old William Watson comes close. 
 Technological advances to push costs down in healthcare sector (AUS) Maher 

AUSTRALIA is set to defy the health costs of an ageing population for another decade but 
federal spending on healthcare will double in 40 years. 

 Disability costs out of date, ignore analysis (AUS) Morton 
PREDICTIONS for the full cost of the national disability insurance scheme in the 
Intergenerational Report are out of date and ignore updated analysis by the internal actuary, 
Sarah Johnson. 

 Intergenerational report builds case for tax reform (AFR) Mather 
A triple-whammy of an ageing population, bracket creep and the GST exemption for fast-growing 
health spending will make it difficult to raise enough tax to run the federal government. 

 Christopher Pyne holds science money hostage in uni deregulation stand-off (AFR) Dodd 
Education Minister Christopher Pyne is holding $150 million in research funding hostage in a 
stand-off with the Senate over his plan toderegulate university fees. 

 A future Australia with 40,000 100-year-olds (AFR) Greber, Keen 
As Treasurer Joe Hockey suggests, this year's intergenerational report is almost certain to get 
the size of Australia's future population wrong. 

 Outlook assumes $65 billion in cuts to health, pension and education spending (AFR) 
Greber 
This year's intergenerational report may well prove to be the most optimistic ever. 

 Joe Hockey's intergenerational report shows we have to get back to surplus 
(AFR/Comment) Mitchell 
Think of this intergenerational report as Joe Hockey's banana republic scenario: a budget deficit 
of 6 per cent of GDP and a gross government debt of more than 50 per cent of GDP if nothing 
goes badly wrong. 

 Report is not so scary after all (AFR/Comment) Tingle 
The intergenerational report as a stimulus for economic policy debate has now been with us for 
13 years. Perhaps it should be called the Hanrahan report, as it has been used fairly constantly 
to try to alarm people about how we all face ruin if "something" isn't done about profligate 
government spending. 

 All western countries are grappling with the costs of retiring baby boomers (AFR/Feature) 
Potter 
"Productivity isn't everything, but in the long run it is almost everything. A country's ability to 
improve its standard of living over time depends almost entirely on its ability to raise its output per 
worker." 
 
 
 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/tweaks-and-a-far-out-time-frame-test-credulity/story-fnbkvnk7-1227250191103
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/workplace-reform-the-key-to-offsetting-ageing-costs/story-fnsg66pb-1227250189984
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/a-disgraceful-political-document/story-fnsg66pb-1227250193746
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/hockey-turns-to-sunny-joe-for-new-sales-job/story-fnsg66pb-1227250203561
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/hockey-turns-to-sunny-joe-for-new-sales-job/story-fnsg66pb-1227250203561
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/education-spending-expected-to-flatline-over-the-next-40-years/story-fnsg66pb-1227250142002
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/worlds-come-together-in-expanding-aged-care-sector/story-fnsg66pb-1227250144310
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/technological-advances-to-push-costs-down-in-healthcare-sector/story-fnsg66pb-1227250153128
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/in-depth/disability-costs-out-of-date-ignore-analysis/story-fnsg66pb-1227250179660
http://www.afr.com/p/national/intergenerational_report_builds_eaNfwTOvbXOt5lBWGAldAP
http://www.afr.com/p/christopher_pyne_holds_science_money_g9YO1vY6irVCr7JKRhkYFN
http://www.afr.com/p/national/future_australia_with_year_olds_qw5jV3DN7cFUr2dZTibQDP
http://www.afr.com/p/outlook_assumes_billion_spending_e2Z83LcPT6aZ60SAEo6LgK
http://www.afr.com/p/national/joe_hockey_intergenerational_report_4lI7pcXifkoxSA6Z1L17jL
http://www.afr.com/p/report_is_not_so_scary_after_all_AxaA2RRROfIJJTe9T0xR7O
http://www.afr.com/p/national/boomers_western_countries_are_grappling_wf94oZ4owu6Q0rKcZmrIGP
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 Wake-up call to fix all policy areas (AFR/Opinion) Anthony 
The 2015 intergenerational report is the fourth official wake-up call to Australians that an ageing 
population, coupled with the rising cost of healthcare without fundamental policy reform, will 
result in lower living standards and unsustainable public indebtedness in the decades ahead. 

 What the three P's, population, participation and productivity, tell us (AFR/Feature) Thorpe  
The release of the 2015 intergenerational report provides a platform for Treasurer Joe Hockey to 
reassert his core economic narrative regarding the end of the age of entitlement. 

 Climate change no longer a budget problem for future generations (CAN/Opinion) 
Hutchens 
Climate change is no longer a serious problem, apparently. 

 Cut from a chapter to three pages: Intergenerational Report accused of ignoring climate 
change (SMH) Cox 
It sets out the challenges Australia will face for the next 40 years, but the Intergenerational 
Report has come under scrutiny for skimming over one subject: climate change. 

 Intergenerational Report: Tax cuts off the table for up to six years as revenues continue to 
lag (SMH) Kenny, Massola 
Income tax cuts previously flagged for 2017 are off the table and are unlikely to be granted for 
another six years as federal government revenues continue to lag behind their pre-global 
financial crisis levels. 

 
ECONOMY 

 Air New Zealand Canberra flights not happening, despite Barr plea (CAN) McIlroy 
Air New Zealand says it has no plans to schedule flights to Canberra Airport, despite lobbying 
from Chief Minister Andrew Barr as part of the government's push for international services.  

 
DEFENCE 

 Avalon Airshow on the ascent as$1.25bn changes hands (AUS) Creedy 
AUSTRALIAN International Airshow chief executive Ian Honnery has hailed the biennial 
event a business success after it was used as a forum to announce at least $1.25 billion 
in contracts. 

 Diverse defence a hard battle (AUS/Opinion) Bergin 
ASSISTANT Defence Minister Stuart Robert is asking Defence to renew efforts on 
recruiting a more culturally and linguistically diverse workforce. 

 
RET 

 New sense of urgency in negotiations over the Renewable Energy Target (AFR) Heath 
Significant progress was made in negotiations over the future of the scheme that subsidies wind, 
solar and other types of renewable energy this week and an agreement between the major 
parties and industry looks likely in the next parliamentary sitting session. 
 

EDUCATION/SCIENCE 
 Pyne: Senate to blame for bad karmaif education bill fails (AUS) Martin 

CHRISTOPHER Pyne has warned of a “karmageddon” for the higher-education and 
research sectors if the Senate votes down his university shake-up. 

 
RESOURCES 

 Clean energy body boss says government demands ‘not feasible’ (AUS) Maher 
THE Abbott government has clashed with the head of the Clean Energy Finance 
Corporation over a new investment mandate that calls for higher returns but no increase 
in risk from the body it still wants to scrap. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.afr.com/p/opinion/wake_up_call_to_fix_all_policy_areas_AH79BCfGyAQzT4584K72NO
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/climate-change-no-longer-a-budget-problem-for-future-generations-20150305-13vxxu.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/cut-from-a-chapter-to-three-pages-intergenerational-report-accused-of-ignoring-climate-change-20150305-13w6fc.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/cut-from-a-chapter-to-three-pages-intergenerational-report-accused-of-ignoring-climate-change-20150305-13w6fc.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/intergenerational-report-tax-cuts-off-the-table-for-up-to-six-years-as-revenues-continue-to-lag-20150306-13vzau.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/intergenerational-report-tax-cuts-off-the-table-for-up-to-six-years-as-revenues-continue-to-lag-20150306-13vzau.html
http://www.smh.com.au/business/aviation/air-new-zealand-canberra-flights-not-happening-despite-barr-plea-20150305-13u1ap.html#ixzz3TZiCHIRn
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/aviation/avalon-airshow-on-the-ascent-as125bn-changes-hands/story-e6frg95x-1227249975914
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/diverse-defence-a-hard-battle/story-e6frg6zo-1227250091696
http://www.afr.com/p/national/new_sense_target_urgency_in_negotiations_Mjciem3vAtcVRW09lDlywL
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/pyne-senate-to-blame-for-bad-karmaif-education-bill-fails/story-e6frgcjx-1227250340473
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/mining-energy/clean-energy-body-boss-says-government-demands-not-feasible/story-e6frg9df-1227250100106
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

 
FOREIGN POLICY 

 How the US and Australia are building a new connection (AFR/Feature) Gill, Switzer, 
Foreign Affairs 
Owen Harries, the Welsh-born Australian editor ofThe National Interest, once remarked that 
Americans needed good peripheral vision to be able to find Australia on a map. When the 
country did get attention, as often as not it was either for some natural calamity (floods, bushfires, 
shark attacks) or else for its charms as a holiday destination. 

 
BALI 9 

 Bali Nine likely free now if convicted here (AUS) Box 
ANDREW Chan and Myuran Sukumaran would have been treated as relatively 
unremarkable, mid-level drug importers had they been arrested in Australia. 

 Stark warning to Jojo Widodo: ‘pull back from this brink’ (AUS) Kelly, Alford 
TONY Abbott has delivered his strongest warning yet to Indonesian President Joko 
Widodo, depicting the executions of Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukumaran as a betrayal 
of Indonesia’s national interest and best values. 

 Ambassador to face music over lack of respect, pictures (AUS) Davidson 
INDONESIAN guards are taking happy snaps of the Australian pair on death row and 
selling them for up to $600 each. 

 Bali nine pair execution standoff hurts Indonesia-Australia business ties (AFR) Kerin, Earl 
Indonesian and Australian businesses are putting new investment on hold amid fears of a 
backlash if the Indonesian government executes two condemned Australian drug smugglers, 
Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukamaran. 

 Bali nine executions: Why Indonesians and Australians have different views on the death 
penalty for drug dealers (CAN/Analysis) Topsfield 
For many Indonesians, drug smuggling is akin to cold-blooded murder. 

 Federal police deny they have Bali nine blood on their hands (CAN) Olding, Wroe 
The federal police would not change anything about the way they handled the Bali nine 
investigation and continue to use the same guidelines for tipping off overseas police about 
Australian citizens.  

 Execution as spectacle: why the Bali nine duo were treated like the world's most 
dangerous men (SMH/Analysis) Allard 
The absurd display of military muscle during the transfer of Myuran Sukumaran and Andrew 
Chan to the site of their execution was as much about whipping up the nationalist fervour of 
Indonesians as sending any message to Australia. 

 Bali nine executions: Prisoner swap 'unthinkable' says Indonesian Attorney-General H.M. 
Prasetyo (SMH) Flitton, Topsfield 
A prisoner swap suggested by Foreign Minister Julie Bishop in a last ditch bid to spare the lives 
of the Bali nine ringleaders is "unthinkable", according to Indonesia's Attorney General. 

 
IRQ/SYR 

 Bomb Islamic State: is that our only strategy? (CAN+SMH/Opinion) Aly 
Our military strategy is to bomb IS from the air and send troops in to Iraq to help train mainly 
Shiite forces. But we also need a political strategy. 

 
ECONOMY 

 Firms eye expansion in Asia (AUS) Mehra 
AUSTRALIAN professional services companies are bolstering their presence in Asia as 
they see significant opportunities flowing from the free-trade agreements signed with 
major trading partners in the region. 

 
 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/foreign-affairs/bali-nine-likely-free-now-if-convicted-here/story-fn59nm2j-1227250233794
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/foreign-affairs/bali-nine-likely-free-now-if-convicted-here/story-fn59nm2j-1227250233794
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/foreign-affairs/stark-warning-to-jojo-widodo-pull-back-from-this-brink/story-fn59nm2j-1227250233571
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/foreign-affairs/ambassador-to-face-music-over-lack-of-respect-pictures/story-fn59nm2j-1227250244888
http://www.afr.com/p/national/bali_nine_pair_execution_standoff_cruRVgDdIm494rdDdXadOK
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/world/bali-nine-executions-why-indonesians-and-australians-have-different-views-on-the-death-penalty-for-drug-dealers-20150305-13w6iv.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/world/bali-nine-executions-why-indonesians-and-australians-have-different-views-on-the-death-penalty-for-drug-dealers-20150305-13w6iv.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/federal-police-deny-they-have-bali-nine-blood-on-their-hands-20150305-13weqx.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/world/execution-as-spectacle-why-the-bali-nine-duo-were-treated-like-the-worlds-most-dangerous-men-20150305-13wf4p.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/world/execution-as-spectacle-why-the-bali-nine-duo-were-treated-like-the-worlds-most-dangerous-men-20150305-13wf4p.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/world/bali-nine-executions-prisoner-swap-unthinkable-says-indonesian-attorneygeneral-hm-prasetyo-20150306-13wdb2.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/world/bali-nine-executions-prisoner-swap-unthinkable-says-indonesian-attorneygeneral-hm-prasetyo-20150306-13wdb2.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/comment/bomb-islamic-state-is-that-our-only-strategy-20150305-13vj2p.html
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/financial-services/firms-eye-expansion-in-asia/story-fn91wd6x-1227250218089
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DEFENCE/SECURITY 
 Top-secret documents reveal Australia targeting Indonesia, South Pacific mobile phone 

networks (SMH) Dorling 
Australian spies are targeting Indonesia's largest mobile phone network as well as the 
telecommunications systems of Australia's small Pacific Island neighbours, according to 
documents obtained from the former US intelligence contractor Edward Snowden. 

 
IMMIGRATION 

 Abbott government buys cheaper Vietnamese fishing boats to tow back asylum seekers 
(SMH) Whyte 
A small fleet of brightly coloured Vietnamese fishing boats based in Darwin are believed to be 
replacing the orange lifeboats used by the Customs and Border Protection department to tow 
back asylum seeker boats that make it to Australian waters. 

 
MH 370 

 MH370 search chief holds out hope for Malaysian Airlines plane (AUS) Creedy 
A  YEAR after Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 disappeared from the skies the mystery 
remains as baffling as ever, but the man heading the search says he is now more 
confident of success. 

 

WORLD 

 
 Germany to pay $881m in loans for Airbus A350 widebody jet (AUS) Torry, Wall 

GERMANY has agreed to pay Airbus €623 million ($881.7m) in loans from Germany for 
the new Airbus A350 widebody jet, a spokeswoman for the economics ministry says. 

 

EDITORIALS 

 
The Australian 

 Fiscal repair will set us up for a prosperous future  

FIRST the good news: in 40 years Australians are likely to be richer and healthier, living 
well into their 90s; there will be close to 40 million of us occupying a continent. Now for 
some sobering facts. Unless we change our ways, we will be a less dynamic nation, 
much older and many on the pension, stuck with a European-style heavy debt burden, to 
be serviced by a shrinking cohort of working-age people. The fourth Intergenerational 
Report, released yesterday with fanfare and amid political point-scoring, is a valuable 
diagnostic tool for policymakers. It sets out a baseline scenario — obviously a prisoner to 
its underlying assumptions — that should act as a spur to a more informed conversation 
about our long-term fiscal health and national aspirations. 

 Progress on gender equity  

IN its first big report on gender and education, released yesterday with a nod to 
International Women’s Day on Sunday, the OECD draws a link between girls lacking 
confidence in science and mathematics at school — they supposedly “choke under 
pressure” — and ending up in jobs with less potential and pay. Australia still struggles to 
open up career pathways for women in science and engineering, but the striking story of 
the past generation has been rising academic and professional achievement by young 
women. There are still gaps and inequities — confidence is a factor beyond the school 
years — and a key issue remains child-rearing and the workplace. 
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The Australian Financial Review 
 Living longer, and working smarter 

The scariest number in an intergenerational report was not to be found in the document that Joe 
Hockey released on Thursday. It was in the previous one, published in 2010. Back then Labor 
treasurer Wayne Swan forecast budget surplus after surplus from now until 2030, as a mining 
boom without end gushed out the money to easily finance not only the pensions and health care 
of an ageing population but also expensive new social program monuments in schools and 
disabilities.  

 
The Canberra Times 

 No shock and awe but plenty of warnings in IGR 
Joe Hockey issued a solemn public alert last month: when the intergenerational report was 
released and it became apparent government would be unable to respond effectively to the long-
term budgetary challenges of an ageing population, Australians would "fall off their chairs". The 
Treasurer has been the most insistent of the Coalition's economic "Hanrahans" – those warning 
Australia would be ruined by worsening budget deficits unless public spending cuts were 
implemented and the age of entitlement ended – so his alert failed to generate the shock and 
awe that perhaps he was hoping. 
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